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arabEsquEs, unicorns, and invisiblE MasTErs: ThE arT 
hisTorian’s gazE as syMpToMaTic acTion?

is it still true that art history, traditionally understood as 
an explicitly object-based discipline, lacks a thorough 
understanding of an “action tradition” that could be em-
ployed to explain and theorize, for example, artistic 
agency? and that therefore art history, as opposed to 
other disciplines such as sociology or linguistic studies, 
has found it particularly difficult to look at its own his-
toriography in terms of academic or scholarly action or 
agency? such explanations were employed until quite 
recently when expounding the problem of a general de-
lay in critical historiography concerning the discipline’s 
traditions and methods, particularly in relation to ger-
man art history under national socialism.1

Today, however, in light of recent theories of Bildakt 
and agency, together with the rise of historiographical 
metadiscourse, it is time for a positively agency-based 
approach in historiography that takes into account the 
interdependence between the aesthetic eloquence of 
particular images, artifacts, and artworks and the epis-
temological and political interests of those who produce 
them, but especially of those who behold and interpret 
them.2

ToWard a criTical hisTory oF  
ThE arT hisTorian’s gazE

particularly when dealing with periods characterized by 
problematic or drastically changing social, cultural, and 
political paradigms, or when dealing with topics that 
seem to lie beyond an established canon, an agency-
based approach has significant epistemological poten-
tial. Even if art history remains an object-based 
discipline, then the basic action of the art historian must 

be to look at these objects. as Margaret olin has argued, 
“The term ‘gaze’ … leaves no room to comprehend the 
visual without reference to someone whose vision is un-
der discussion.”3 although she refers generally to the 
gaze of all possible kinds of beholders, viewers, or spec-
tators, she also stresses: “While most discourse about the 
gaze concerns pleasure and knowledge, however, it gen-
erally places both of these in the service of issues of 
power, manipulation, and desire”; furthermore, “The 
choice of terms from this complex can offer a key to the 
theoretical bent or the ideology of the theorist.”4 ac-
cordingly, an action-based theory of historiography 
must find its nexus in a critical history of the art histo-
rian’s gaze.5

in this article i seek to investigate the potential of this 
nexus when applied to one of the most crucial periods 
for the formation of the historiography of the arts of is-
lam, a branch of art that was traditionally often under-
stood as an “art of the object.”6 in addition, the very idea 
of what islamic art is was primarily filtered through the 
gaze of modern Western “agents” such as collectors, con-
noisseurs, and art historians.7 This sense of filtering, as 
has so often been emphasized, pertains more particu-
larly to islamic art than to European art, with its canon-
ized discourse reaching back to giorgio vasari (d. 1574) 
and beyond, always intertwining artistic and theoretical 
positions. hence, i will look into the development of the 
historiography of islamic art as a global and yet notably 
Western phenomenon of mid-twentieth-century Mod-
ernism, epitomized in two standard works by the main 
protagonists, Ernst Kühnel (1882–1964) and richard Et-
tinghausen (1906–1979).8

Kühnel’s formalistic ornament study Die Arabeske9 
(1949) (fig. 1) and Ettinghausen’s iconographic work on 
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as well as on the scholarly gazes and products, of art 
history’s agents.11 consequently i will seek to look at the 
art historian’s gaze as both method and symptomatic 
action.12

bacKground: a crisis in ThE huManiTiEs

indeed, metaphors of gaze and vision, and vice versa 
also of blindness, often appear in methodological dis-
courses of the period in consideration. one particularly 
striking example can be found in Josef strzygowski’s 

The Unicorn10 (1950) (fig. 2) represent different, yet 
equally characteristic scholarly gazes on islamic art, 
each responding to the key terms of ongoing intellec-
tual debates. Focusing mainly on these two scholars as 
they relate to each other and their contemporaries, this 
investigation aims to shed new light on the decades be-
tween the late 1920s and early 1960s. during this period, 
the first generations of professionally trained historians 
of islamic art were in the most productive phases in 
their careers. at the same time, these decades witnessed 
dramatic scientific and political developments and con-
flicts that left their imprint on the careers and thoughts, 

Fig. 1.  Title page of Ernst Kühnel, Die Arabeske.(published 
by dieterich’sche verlagsbuchhandlung, Wiesbaden, 1949). 
(photo: Kunsthistorisches institut in Florenz – Max-planck-
institut, library) 

Fig. 2.  Title page of richard Ettinghausen, The Unicorn. 
(pub lished by the Freer gallery of art, smithsonian institu-
tion, Washington, d.c., 1950). (photo: Kunsthistorisches in-
stitut in Florenz – Max-planck-institut, library) 
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which explains its blindness against everything that lacks 
written sources (especially latin ones). accordingly, it did 
not see European art as growing out of the soil where it 
originated, but has always deferred to the southern influ-
ences of court, church, and humanism.13

This statement is central for strzygowski’s argument for 
a more fact-based art history (Sachforschung) as a guide-
line for historical disciplines in general. Typically, he 
phrases his argument in a very polemical manner. it 
must be seen in the context of strzygowski’s aim to es-
tablish the ancient orient as central to artistic develop-
ment, arguing against the dominance of classical 
antiquity and its reception in European narratives of art. 
a number of recent studies have pointed to the cataclys-
mic potential of this idea, as in the case of strzygowski 
it coincided with a racist and nationalist worldview, ul-
timately creating a dangerous shortcut between the an-
cient orient and aryan ideology.14

as suzanne Marchand has described, strzygowski’s 
art history is symptomatic of the decline of humanistic 
paradigms in the german-speaking academic world 
since the 1880s,15 a process that can apparently be un-
derstood in terms of both cultural canon and historio-
graphic method. The shift away from classical antiquity 
leads to regions and cultures that are rarely accessible 
to the classical philologist, for written sources are often 
not available or only in languages that lie beyond the 
European canon of classical education and are outside 
the mainstream of the Western history of ideas. also, 
compared to the allegedly objective truths of science, 
the humanities, including art history, were destined to 
be regarded as subjective unless they developed a new 
rational method in their own terms. For strzygowski, 
the way out of this dilemma seems to have been Sach-
forschung, a strictly object-based approach, focusing on 
“the rhetoric of artifacts,” as Marchand phrased it.16 
here the close connection between art history’s histori-
ography and its methodological biases becomes clear, 
as indicated at the beginning of this article. 

strzygowski’s claim for Sachforschung is of major im-
portance because it is closely related to a larger intel-
lectual debate of the early twentieth century between 
opposing hermeneutic and phenomenological ap-
proaches. isaiah berlin has traced the origins of this de-
bate back to seventeenth-century rationalism and its 

 Krisis der Geisteswissenschaften (1923) (fig. 3). This 
methodological manifesto, published in vienna, must 
be considered as important background for understand-
ing further developments. Thus before we consider Küh-
nel and Ettinghausen, we must take a closer look at it. 
in a characteristically categorical sequence, strzygowski 
states: 

The birth defect of art history is that, like all historical re-
search, it was originally based on written sources (not on 
artworks): it still believes that it can confuse opinions and 
facts. The sources, primarily the universal draft [Heerbann] 
following vasari, have struck it [art history] into chains, 

Fig. 3. Title page of Josef strzygowski, Die Krisis der Geistes-
wissenschaften. (published by Kunstverlag anton schroll & 
co.,vienna, 1923). (photo: Kunsthistorisches institut in Flo-
renz – Max-planck-institut, library) 
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varying conditions up to the decades after World War 
ii. 

FroM arabEsquEs To NORDISCHE KUNST and 
bacK

To look at this period for islamic art history in germany 
means mainly to look at the work of Ernst Kühnel (fig. 
4).22 one generation younger than strzygowski, he and 
his ideas were shaped during the first quarter of the 
twentieth century, before he became director of the Mu-
seum für islamische Kunst in berlin in 1932. he had been 
trained as an art historian and earned his doctorate in 
1906 with a thesis on the Florentine painter Francesco 
botticini.23 When Kühnel turned to islamic art around 
1910, he remained true to his method of choice, an ob-
ject-based Stilgeschichte (history of styles) in the vein of 
alois riegl (1858–1905), focused on form and style, the 
qualities that can be discerned by primarily looking at 
the artwork itself and establishing quasi-taxonomic pat-
terns for comparison. in this view, the history of art is 
described as a sequence of styles that is expressed not 
only in unique masterpieces in the sense of canonical 
sculpture and painting but also in products of the arts 

role in the discussion of humanist and enlightened par-
adigms for the generation and interpretation of knowl-
edge.17 The methodological question of the 1920s is thus 
part of a long cycle in the history of ideas that influenced 
the professionalization of art history in the german-
speaking academic world after 1900. The idea of a “rigor-
ous study of art” (strenge Kunstwissenschaft) developed 
along with the rising importance of formalist categories, 
leading to a more and more “objective” and “scientific” 
image and self-understanding of the discipline, culmi-
nating in the terminology of Kunstwissenschaft versus 
Kunstgeschichte.18

in fact, strzygowski’s phrasing is often reminiscent of 
Edmund husserl’s Philosophie als strenge Wissenschaft 
(1911),19 which is essential background for the arguments 
found in the introduction of Krisis der Geisteswissen-
schaften: “The reason why natural scientists often tend 
to ask if the humanities can even be considered scien-
tific disciplines lies mainly in the fact that the subjects 
which the humanities deal with do not seem to be based 
on any strict objectivity [strenge Sachlichkeit], neither 
in contemporary research nor in the practice of the 
past.”20

considering the larger field of art history, at first this 
negotiation of objectivity as a justification of the thor-
oughly “scientific” character of the discipline was rather 
more dialectic than controversial. a number of method-
ological essays that appeared at about the same time as 
Krisis der Geisteswissenschaften tried to fathom both the 
possibilities and limits of “scientific objectivity.” The 
discussion became more heated and increasingly ideo-
logical from the early 1930s on,21 as strzygowski’s scath-
ing tone anticipated. it also became explicitly linked to 
the ongoing methodological debate critiquing the es-
tablished Eurocentric object-canon. The rejection of 
classical humanism and the establishment of scientific 
Sachforschung are, in this case, two sides of one coin and 
a crucial—as well as problematic—background for un-
derstanding islamic art studies in the twentieth century, 
their relation to the larger field of art history, and the 
implicit relation between the development of method 
and a political history of ideas. With this background, i 
will address questions of how a shifting focus between, 
or shifting definitions of, “humanistic” or “scientific” 
methods literally affected the gaze of scholarship under 

Fig. 4. Ernst Kühnel, ca. 1950. (photo: courtesy sMb-za v/
personendokumentation Ernst Kühnel)
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was more a follower of riegl. his formalist approach was 
also less politically charged. 

Throughout his wide range of publications on islam-
ic art, Kühnel frequently refers to the formalist mode, 
explicitly naming riegl as his source. a prime example 
is Kühnel’s small monograph on Die Arabeske, published 
in Wiesbaden in 1949, apparently the culmination of 
forty years of scholarship on islamic ornament.27 The 
formalist attitude is implicit throughout the text and is 
even used to characterize the arabesque and islamic art 
itself. Kühnel goes so far as to suggest parallels between 
the art historian’s and the historical artist’s “scientific” 
gaze: 

doubtless, it was foremost the artist who carried in himself 
the islamic world view to plunge into linear speculations 
of an abstract nature. he did not create from the memory 
of what he had seen or experienced but he transferred what 
we sense to be natural laws into unreal forms. it was es-
sential that this effort did not degenerate into reckless fan-
tasies but that it led to inspirations which were restrained 
by deliberate concentration and a disciplined rhythm.28 

The principles for judging the quality of arabesque orna-
ment are described as the harmonious filling of surfaces, 
rhythmic continuity and abstinence from “plastic 
[three-dimensional] effects.”29 The arabesque thus is 
tamed through the analytic gaze, which turns it into an 
essential, timeless, bodyless, and impersonal form (fig. 
5).30 Kühnel also emphasizes repeatedly that the ara-
besque is completely devoid of symbolism31 or artistic 
individuality. instead, he detects the “basic worldview” 
(weltanschauliche Grundhaltung)32 of islam as the driv-
ing force, thus presupposing an impersonal notion of 
culture. Even though this approach has a very spiritual 
essence, it is in line with the anti-individualistic, taxo-
nomic thinking described above as Sachforschung. 

apart from its epistemological potential, standing in 
the tradition of a formalist “art history without names,” 
in the vein of heinrich Wölfflin (1864–1945), this line of 
argumentation also reveals an epistemological blind 
spot. For Kühnel, the application of Western methods 
to a corpus of unfamiliar non-European objects failed to 
trigger any interest for or understanding of artistic indi-
viduality in Muslim culture. indeed, the question of 
 artistic agency is present only as a collective, not a per-
sonal intellectual factor. in other words, to stay  within 

and crafts. developments and changes in style are un-
derstood as motivated by a collective “artistic volition” 
or “will to art” rather than by single artistic individuals.24

This formalist mode seemed most suitable for a is-
lamic art history, which deals with artifacts whose cre-
ators are often unknown and the aesthetic of which was 
considered “ornamental.” Moreover, its sources were 
not easily accessible for a scholar like Kühnel, who mas-
tered arabic but was not a philologist. hence, this mode 
must have been a particularly attractive epistemological 
model, even more so as islamic art history was fighting 
to be considered on an equal footing with the more tra-
ditional, text-based disciplines of orientalism and 
 islamic studies (Islamwissenschaft).25 accordingly, Küh-
nel aligned himself with the formalist mode. by using 
the formalist mode, scholars could achieve an indepen-
dence from text- and source-based methods, as they 
claimed they were able to “read” the object as object by 
looking at it directly. The gaze was thus, quite literally, 
the most important instrument of this method. 

This mode may be considered a forerunner to struc-
turalist approaches, especially as it was developed more 
or less contemporaneously with Ferdinand de saus-
sure’s linguistique générale, which grew out of a series of 
lectures delivered between 1906 and 1911. Focusing on 
the structural interrelations and genealogical deriva-
tions of various idioms, it is considered the basis for the 
structuralist turn in linguistics. This development cor-
responds to what strzygowski described as Sachfor-
schung. however, it has to be stressed that in terms of 
cultural canon, riegl’s Stilgeschichte was never so ideo-
logically charged. Jaś Elsner has characterized the vi-
enna school of art history developing during these years 
as promoting an empirical method, focusing on single 
objects, but with the clear and idealistic potential of 
aiming “beyond the small questions.”26 accordingly, 
while riegl was primarily looking at the Mediterranean 
late antiquity, his approach provided the methodolog-
ical means for encompassing—through comparisons—
objects that were beyond the European geographical 
canon. he thus opened the way for an extension of the 
scholarly gaze but never aimed at a radical revision of 
the canon altogether. riegl’s method was less politically 
charged than strzygowski’s, and in this respect Kühnel 
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Fig. 5. illustrations from Ernst Kühnel, Die Arabeske, 20–21, showing schematic renditions of arabesque ornament. (published 
by dieterich’sche verlagsbuchhandlung, Wiesbaden, 1949). (photo: Kunsthistorisches institut in Florenz – Max-planck-
institut, library)
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so far, the historiography of art history has not paid 
much attention to this episode in Kühnel’s career,37 and 
indeed it must be stressed that, unlike strzygowski, Küh-
nel was personally never a convinced racist or a nation-
al socialist. Without excusing any of his ideologically 
charged statements of the 1930s and 1940s, it must be 
considered that he certainly also acted strategically as a 
museum curator, fundamentally motivated by a strong 
responsibility for his collection and its position. he may 
not have acted without inner conflicts as he balanced 
certain curatorial and political interests for the sake of 

the paradigm of the gaze, there seems to be no artistic 
individual, no master to meet the gaze of the scholar. in 
this mode of reception, it is the art historian who is 
privileged to see, and to understand rationally. as an-
drew zimmerman has explained for the case of impe-
rial german anthropology, such an antihumanist mode 
is directly related to the assumed alterity of the subject 
under consideration.33 There is a primitivist notion in 
this kind of art history, which appropriates something 
foreign for a Western negotiation of aesthetics. as much 
as Kühnel apparently strived for a canonization of is-
lamic arts on an equal footing with Western master-
pieces, the agent was the contemporary art historian, 
not the historical artist. 

Moreover, in terms of art-historical agency, Kühnel’s 
line of argument is clearly more than just “pure” art his-
tory. it should rather be considered an active symptom 
of contemporary history, particularly when placed into 
the larger context of his work during the preceding de-
cades. only a few years before he published Die Ara-
beske, he had demonstrated how his academic gaze 
could be charged to fit within the narratives of an overt-
ly racist world order. in the 1930s and early 1940s, the 
antihumanistic gaze had become a political signal. 
Without much methodological trouble, Kühnel could 
use the collective and anti-individual paradigm to adapt 
the völkisch (racial) view for his art history, detecting 
formal parallels between “nordic and islamic art” (fig. 
6).34 always true to the principles of Sachforschung or 
formalism, he believed he did not need to search in writ-
ten sources for evidence of this connection; it is the for-
mal similarity itself that tells him how the “ancient 
aryan worldviews”35 of persia, which permeate islamic 
art, relate to nordic art. in these writings, he thus also 
moves away from accepting late antiquity and the 
Judeo-christian tradition as the context for the genesis 
of islamic arts, a view held by most art historians, in-
cluding himself, before 1933. rejecting the dominance 
of what he calls “humanistic and historical instincts,”36 
he apparently seeks to establish a distance from every-
thing that could be labeled “semitic.” here his art his-
tory comes closest to strzygowski’s idea of antihumanism, 
in this case not only in terms of method but also in terms 
of ideology. because visual comparison between certain 
styles confirms the worldview, the scholar’s gaze is the 
ultimate instrument in the process. 

Fig. 6.  First page of proofs for a version of Ernst Kühnel, 
“nordische und islamische Kunst.” (published in Forschun-
gen und Fortschritte: Nachrichtenblatt der deutschen Wissen-
schaft und Technik, berlin, 1934). (photo: courtesy of the 
Museum für islamische Kunst, berlin, library/archive) 
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his collection and islamic art history as a subfield within 
art history, even as it became more and more consoli-
dated according to racist worldviews.38 however, such 
an interpretation of Kühnel’s stance must be made with 
utmost caution. it is very close to the explanation the 
philosopher Martin heidegger notoriously used to jus-
tify his Mitläufertum, claiming that at least some intel-
lectuals had to partake of the new national socialist 
world order to prevent a complete decay of culture in 
germany.39

seen in this light, Kühnel’s writings from this period 
reveal how the seemingly objective scientific gaze could 
become a symptom of ideology. precisely because the 
art historian looked at objects in a decontextualized and 
essentialist way, the objects were predisposed to being 
liable to a new political narrative-building. after 1945, 
Kühnel retracted overtly ideological terminologies, but 
even as late as 1951 he published on “art and folklore in 
islam” (Kunst und Volkstum im Islam),40 frequently re-
ferring to his own writings of the 1930s and early 1940s. 
Focusing, for example, on berber and coptic art, his ar-
gument culminates in a claim for thoroughgoing distinc-
tions between court art and Volkskunst (folk art) and a 
plea for increased attention to the latter’s significant 
contributions to art history. The connections between 
this argument and the cultural climate of postwar berlin 
merit investigation, as during these years diverging def-
initions of democracy and the role of the people were 
elements in the new cultural identity being negotiated 
as the city was divided between two ideologies.41

however, within the limits of this article, it remains 
important to note how Die Arabeske had already set the 
path for Kühnel’s return to an almost administrative and 
seemingly neutral, unideological kind of formalism, con-
solidating a german tradition of islamic art history that 
robert hillenbrand once described as methodologically 
rather “pedestrian,” particularly when compared with 
further developments in the united states.42

huManisTic hETEroglossia?

a synchronic consideration of a german and an ameri-
can postwar perspective is indeed illuminating for a fur-
ther understanding of scholarly agencies, especially as 

these academic communities were closely connected 
and at the same time distinctly separated by the course 
of history. While Ernst Kühnel’s career passed through 
its most ominous period of antihumanism, richard Et-
tinghausen (fig. 7) experienced his formative years as a 
scholar and was at the same time very personally af-
fected by the changing political tide.43

Ettinghausen was born into a Jewish family in Frank-
furt in 1906. around 1930, he became a museum assistant 
at the Museum für islamische Kunst, where Kühnel was 
just about to be promoted to the position of director. in 
1933, Ettinghausen left germany, first for london and 
eventually for the united states, where he was able to 
pursue a successful career. in 1944, he became a curator 
in the Freer gallery of art in Washington, d.c., and was 
later on the faculty of new york university and chair of 
the Metropolitan Museum of art’s islamic department. 
his academic training in germany had focused not only 
on art history but to an even larger extent on oriental 
languages and history.44 it is thus not surprising that the 
character of his writings differs quite strikingly from the 
formalist mode that went on to dominate the field of 
islamic art history in germany. in his monograph on The 
Unicorn, published almost simultaneously with Die 

Fig. 7. richard Ettinghausen, ca. 1960. (photo: courtesy of 
Elisabeth s. Ettinghausen)
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among men,”48 must have been considered a more im-
portant center of cultivation and education than ever 
before, a cultural focal point of the enlightened Western 
world, with implications for moral and political claims 
to leadership. in this perspective, it may be more than 
just a small point that, for example, for zoological ques-
tions that arose in his studies Ettinghausen turned to 
curatorial colleagues in the national Museum of natural 
history, also under the smithsonian’s umbrella. he 
mentions this fact in the preface,49 thus hinting at the 
truly encyclopedic potential of his working environ-
ment in Washington. 

Ettinghausen’s work shows how humanism under-
stood as a worldview and as a scientific method could 
leave space for an extension of canonical Western 
worldviews. This potential is quite literally exemplified 
when Ettinghausen subjects the word “unicorn”—
which he apparently chose as a book title to appeal to a 
Western audience—to critical linguistic analysis. he 
argues that the word “unicorn” is not only lacking his-
torical authenticity but actually misleading for the 
scholar or beholder, “since for a person steeped in the 
traditions of Western civilization the word has many 
connotations which have been nurtured by classical, 
biblical, early christian, and medieval beliefs.”50 For the 
historian of Muslim art who is trained in philology, the 
appropriate approach to this problem is not to question 
the validity of sources altogether but to look at non-
Western sources and find the authentic terms: “if one 
wants to establish the associations which were formed 
in the Muslim mind in connection with this fantastic 
beast, one has first to establish its arabic and persian 
names.”51 subsequently, Ettinghausen identifies the per-
sian term for a winged quadruped, karkadann, and in-
tegrates it into his text, very literally enlarging the 
vocabulary of description to a multilingual dimension, 
creating a more differentiated image of the subject and 
providing a more differentiated terminology. This ex-
pansive move is directly linked to gaze and vision, since 
the kardadann, which is more closely related to the rhi-
noceros than to the horse, will in the Muslim mind in-
stantly conjure up an image very different from the 
image of a unicorn in the Western mind. Thus Etting-
hausen’s view seems to point in the direction of the dis-
cursive, communicative potential of the “gaze” as olin 

Arabeske, Ettinghausen gathers a wide range of visual 
material for his iconographic subject, mostly from il-
lustrated manuscripts but also other media, which he 
classifies according to iconographic types (fig. 8). he 
then examines them through a text-based approach, 
looking into written sources such as the writings of the 
central asian polymath abu al-rayhan Muhammad ibn 
ahmad al-biruni (d. 1048). by combining visual and tex-
tual evidence, he seeks insight into what he calls the 
“mind of the medieval Muslim”:45 “The motif has to be 
studied and understood from the point of view of the 
medieval Muslim. only then can it be properly inter-
preted.”46

Ettinghausen examines the relationship among icon-
ographic modes and types with reference to geography, 
mythology, and even zoology, and he considers the ex-
tent to which medieval writers and artists would have 
been familiar with them. by this means, he seeks to es-
tablish the level of sophistication of medieval Muslim 
cultures. Ettinghausen’s interest in Muslim art is an in-
terest in intellectual history. This method appears in 
sharp contrast to Kühnel’s almost atavistic concept of 
islamic art as embodied in the arabesque. 

Ettinghausen’s claim for a better understanding of 
the medieval Muslim “mind” is also symptomatic of the 
intellectual climate that characterized the postwar 
years in north america. some of Ettinghausen’s general 
premises correspond rather well to the principles of 
democratic humanism that had been predominant in 
higher education and in conservative intellectual circles 
in the united states since the 1930s. it considered cul-
ture strictly as an achievement of the human mind and 
its individual agency, as opposed to collective systems, 
laws of nature, or impersonal forces.47 This approach 
seems to be an almost direct counterpoint to the con-
cepts of formalism and kunstwollen (will-to-art). it also 
reflects a more embracing, less taxonomically restricted 
concept of science. 

indeed, this approach corresponds to the principles 
of the smithsonian institution, which anchors the u.s. 
capital’s museum landscape and is the umbrella orga-
nization for the Freer gallery of art, where Ettinghausen 
worked and published. in the first postwar years, the 
smithsonian, famously founded in the mid-nineteenth 
century “for the increasement & diffusion of knowledge 
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Fig. 8. illustration from Ettinghausen, The Unicorn, pl. 7, showing “Kardunn from a Naʿt al-ḥayawān manuscript. courtesy 
of the Trustees of the british Museum.” (published by the Freer gallery of art, smithsonian institution, Washington, d.c., 
1950). (photo: Eva-Maria Troelenberg)
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Ettinghausen the scientific approach lies not in a taxo-
nomic formalist gaze. it is entirely different in nature, as 
it implies recourse to historical sources and to geo-
graphical and zoological facts. 

Moreover, Ettinghausen’s monograph on the mythi-
cal beast is also an exemplary act of demystification, a 
test case for the universal quest for historical truth as a 
critical and deliberate act of coming to terms with a con-
fusing reality: 

after all, the myth of a strange animal represents a chal-
lenge to human resources and imagination and the ap-
proach to the problem reveals clearly the power of 
observation in explorers and the critical faculties in writers 
of each given period…. When an author was confronted 
with the accounts of sailors and travellers, his first problem 
was to decide, and this far away from the habitat of the 
karkadann, whether this strange animal was just a human 
fabrication or a reality…. al-biruni, too, had a scientific at-
titude when he clearly distinguished between his own ob-
servations and what he has been told by others. it is true, 
the reports of his informants are full of fantastic details 
which al-biruni does not challenge, perhaps because he 
lacked proper means of checking them, but he is at least 
fully reliable as to what he has seen. one has only to com-
pare his observations with those of ibn battuta, whose 
preconceived notions of the rhinoceros obscured his per-
ception of the animal on the several occasions that he saw 
it.58 

against the background of the mid-twentieth-century 
experience, Ettinghausen’s scholarly approach seems 
permeated by a quest for orientation. This orientation 
can be achieved by sober and “scientific” intellectual 
practice, rooted in humanist ground, or, as robert hill-
enbrand characterized the scholarly approach of a gen-
eration of art-historian émigrés: “The effect was that 
now they thought not just intelligently but profoundly, 
as it were from within. This was a victory for the human 
spirit. it gave them insights into human nature denied 
to those who had lived safer, softer lives, and had mere-
ly their intelligence and their learning to offer. personal 
tragedy, in other words, transformed their scholarship 
and gave it heightened awareness.”59 This view also cor-
responds closely to Erwin panofsky’s famous “defense 
of the ivory Tower,” written only a few years later, in 
which he defines his humanistic art-historical practice 
as an implicit ethic responsibility, an intellectual 

deduced it from concepts of the “gaze in the expanded 
field”: “These conceptions of the gaze are inspired by 
Martin buber’s attempt to supplant the i-it relation with 
the i-thou relation or by the heteroglossia (multiple, 
equally valid speaking voices)…. if you can look back, 
you cannot be possessed by the gaze of the other.”52 For 
the historiography of the arts of islam, oleg grabar de-
scribed the need to invent new terminologies and 
modes of vision to avoid or at least gradually overcome 
the Eurocentrism that permeated the field for decades. 
as late as 1976, he noticed that “there certainly was a 
whole vocabulary for visual forms which is as yet unde-
tected.”53

however, even if Ettinghausen’s obviously heter-
oglossic approach seems to be ahead of its time, there 
remains the question of who is Ettinghausen’s historical 
vis-à-vis: who speaks and who looks back? in this regard, 
the last chapter of his book is particularly revealing. 
considering the unicorn as a “scientific and artistic 
problem,” it opens with a metalevel explanation of the 
interrelationship of written sources and artworks in his-
torical perspective, and he assesses their significance for 
intellectual history, which he seeks to describe: “in the 
case of the karkadann writers set the pace for artists be-
cause the former were the first to deal with the problem 
and it is on them, as we have seen, that the artists heav-
ily leaned.”54 This passage reveals how even Etting-
hausen’s “humanistic” approach in the end stops short 
of engaging with artistic individuality per se. The artist 
as an individual remains mostly invisible behind tradi-
tion, literature, and historiography, or, to use a Warbur-
gian term, behind a “social mneme.”55

Furthermore, this particular chapter, which deals 
with “the karkadann as a scientific and artistic prob-
lem,”56 reveals how Ettinghausen’s choice of subject is 
not only an investigation into the mind of the medieval 
Muslim but also mirrors the mind of the contemporary 
american scholar, or even specifically the mind of the 
émigré who has experienced distances, alterities, and 
uncertainties.57 Ettinghausen’s use of the word “scien-
tific” and his application of the concept of “science” to a 
humanistic context may be considered an allusion to 
the german tradition of the “Verwissenschaftlichung” 
(“scientification,” quotation marks used deliberately) of 
art history with its apparently cataclysmic potential. For 
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 realism he finds “disenchanting.”63 The underlying high-
brow rejection of Modernism and mass culture testifies 
to an academic attitude that could be considered the 
antiprogressive and exclusive character targeted by the 
critique of the ivory tower worldview. This attitude must 
have had a significant impact, considering the image of 
islamic art, its canonization, and the social codification 
of its reception in postwar america and beyond. The 
fact that until quite recently islamic art history seemed 
to be a discipline without any modern or contemporary 
dimension may not be exclusively, but certainly is sig-
nificantly, linked to this attitude.64

Ettinghausen’s awareness of the larger intellectual 
and even educational implications of his methodology 
is confirmed by an essay on the state of research on is-
lamic art and archaeology that he contributed to an ed-
ited volume on Near Eastern Culture and Society, 
published by princeton university press in 1951.65 The 
essay is a long recapitulation of the field’s development 
in the first half of the twentieth century that concludes 
with some methodological considerations. These can be 
read almost like an abstract claim deduced from his ap-
proach in The Unicorn: 

if we are also trying to visualize the future trend in research 
it can be assumed that it will be one which increasingly 
recognizes the fact that it is not enough to analyze the style 
of a monument (or painting, or object), its techniques and 
inscriptions—in other words, that it is not enough to look 
at it as a practically isolated phenomenon, more or less 
divested of the conditions and ideas under which it was 
created…. pleasing as may be the general impression and 
the artful decorations of a building, painting, or implement, 
we should still go on to consider its wider aspects and cul-
tural context if we want to know the true meaning and 
significance of an object of the past.66

at this point it should be obvious that the comparison 
between these methods of Kühnel and Ettinghausen is 
not or at least not exclusively related to some kind of 
art-historical Blockbildung between Europe and the 
united states. rather, it must be considered part of a 
larger general methodological negotiation within the 
discipline as practiced in the Western world, dating 
back at least to the 1930s, when iconographic and for-
malist approaches had already competed with each 
other within german-speaking academia. Moreover, 
strzygowski’s version of Sachforschung drew some 

 counterreaction against the most recent experiences in 
contemporary history.60

on the one hand, Ettinghausen’s very literal enlarge-
ment of an image-canon and of a terminology, with its 
careful consideration of historical and cultural distanc-
es, thus also seems ahead of its time in a very fundamen-
tal respect, reaching beyond questions of methodology. 
at first glance, it even appears quite in line with the new, 
culturally inclusive and canonically open democratic 
humanism of the postcolonial era, for which Edward 
said pleads in one of his last essays on Humanism and 
Democratic Criticism (2004), even though several de-
cades lie between the two texts.61 but on the other side, 
while said looks for the potentials of such humanistic 
approaches from a decidedly post–9/11 perspective, he 
also hints categorically at the conservative, elitist, and 
antimodernist tone manifested in many ways during the 
twentieth century. in this view, traditional american 
democratic humanism associated everything popular, 
multicultural, and multilingual with a “decline in hu-
manistic and aesthetic, not to say also ethical, stan-
dards.”62

of course it would be going too far to read overtly 
political statements into The Unicorn from today’s posi-
tion. however, some of said’s postcolonial objections 
against democratic humanist conservatism clearly do 
apply to Ettinghausen. his writing thus seems to be at 
least symptomatic of a certain zeitgeist in this respect 
as well: his sources come from the realm of educated 
elites; his material evidence is more often than not court 
art. Miniature painting, the primary subject for his icon-
ographical enterprise, had always had the reputation of 
being a superior discipline, nearer to the categories and 
standards of European high art than any other branch 
of Muslim art. now it is once more put in the center, 
suggesting a certain hierarchy of artistic gravity. in ad-
dition, Ettinghausen adopts the familiar model of cul-
tural rise, golden age, and decline, thus following a 
traditionally hegelian notion of liberal progress that 
culminates in Western modernity and that finds its dia-
lectical counterpart in the idea of a retarded East devoid 
of progressive potential. characteristically, Ettinghau-
sen’s book ends with a critical note on “eighteenth cen-
tury, al-qazwini manuscripts of inferior quality, … 
destined for the simple and impecunious,” whose 
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knowledge, or “understanding and enjoyment.”72 as two 
qualitatively different, yet interdependent factors of 
perception, they appear throughout his 1951 essay on 
“islamic art and archaeology.” it culminates in a rather 
explicitly political and educational statement for the 
present, directly referring to the affirmative action of the 
art historian in a humanistically defined idealistic 
worldview: 

does such study represent just a fringe of the ever-growing 
quest for knowledge, a special form of curiosity for the past, 
or is there any further significance in it? in the Middle ages 
Muslim scientists and philosophers exerted a powerful in-
fluence on the Western mind through the work of men like 
rhazes, avicenna, averroes, and many others. in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries Muslim literature and 
sentiment was widely admired…. in our own time there is 
little doubt that Muslim art has by far the strongest appeal 
to the West and is indeed exercising it in many ways. it is 
the task of the historian of Muslim art to deepen this aes-
thetic appeal to an understanding of the whole civilization 
of a sizable part of mankind. Muslim art can also have a 
special significance for the Muslim world of today. since 
this is its one cultural achievement widely accepted and 
admired by the West, a rededication to it can compensate 
the East to a certain degree for its scientific and techno-
logical retardation, something which neither the oil fields 
nor strategic location can achieve. be that as it may, there 
has been and still is no better ambassador of good will than 
art. if these considerations are more widely understood, 
Muslim art and its study will have an important role to play 
in the future.73

in this perspective, the art historian’s gaze could at least 
superficially be interpreted “as a socially positive act.”74 
however, it clearly reveals a rather self-confident and 
asymmetrical idea of multiculturalism, the writer appar-
ently unaware of the problematic cultural hierarchy it 
creates for a contemporary discourse. 

accordingly, Ettinghausen’s approach also presents 
itself in sharp contrast to structuralist and poststructur-
alist criticism as represented by the Foucauldian nexus 
among gaze, knowledge, and power. This background 
hints at a fundamental, inherent tension between the 
conservative humanistic tradition in postwar writing on 
the arts of islam and the rise of structuralist postcolonial 
discourse.75 on the other hand, as has been shown, 
there is also a very problematic background to transcul-
tural structuralism in the formalist german tradition. 

 serious interest in the united states during the interwar 
years.67 Karen Michels has shown how this methodo-
logical negotiation became ever more permeated by 
political and ideological narratives, and how it was re-
interpreted and rebalanced toward a more iconograph-
ic focus by émigrés in the united states. according to 
Michels, scholars who were driven from germany and 
austria were particularly sensitive to the risks of formal-
ist approaches. Focusing on a more interpretive method 
such as iconology enabled them to “liberate art from 
ideological usurpation,” thus aiming to fulfill panofsky’s 
affirmative function of the “ivory tower.”68 Michels also 
stresses that panofsky’s seminal Studies in Iconology, 
published in 1939, had been a downright “revelation” for 
an entire generation of young scholars69 at the very mo-
ment when the experience of exile was ascendant in 
their lives. Ettinghausen belongs precisely to this gen-
eration, which went on to translate these methodologi-
cal discourses into their chosen subjects. 

The american postwar version of democratic human-
ism that is linked to this turn to iconology is not only a 
reaction to the technoid jargon and method character-
izing the german-speaking academia before and during 
the nazi era, as panofsky points out in his 1954 essay 
subtitled “impressions of a Transplanted European.”70 
at the same time, it also has an anticollective, anti-
Marxist tendency, reflecting the climate of the early 
cold War. how this tendency was connected to meth-
odology is prototypically demonstrated in an essay “on 
Marxism and the history of art” (1951) by the princeton 
art historian John r. Martin, in which he criticizes Marx-
ist claims for “scientific objectivity” and the resulting 
technoid character.71 hence, the reactive interrelation 
between the “scientific” and the “humanistic” gaze can 
certainly be read as parallel to conflicting world orders 
as well as in terms of an evolutionary historical process 
that must be understood in dialectical terms. 

“in our oWn TiME”: ThE conTEMporanEiTy oF 
ThE hisTorian’s gazE 

in Ettinghausen’s writing, this fundamental interrela-
tion between the “humanistic” and the “scientific” gaze 
is mirrored by the recurrent criteria of pleasure and 
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the critical mind who interprets a text or a work of art 
over the one who created it. 

in any case, this connection also hints at some epis-
temological parallels stemming from the general con-
temporaneity of postwar historiography and Modernist 
art, which in the liberal West meant mainly abstract art. 
This connection seems particularly interesting in light 
of comparative approaches combining non-European 
artifacts and Modernist works of art that have been in 
vogue at least since the 1970s and remain a recurrent 
exhibition topic into the present.82 of course this trend 
can and must be understood as another inflection in a 
long history of formalist parallelization and essentializa-
tion.83

on the other hand, it might also be interesting to re-
gard this trend in relation to some heated debates about 
humanism and abstract art that were prominent in the 
early 1950s: the establishment of nonfigurative, abstract 
painting within the postwar canon of the democratic 
Western world was apparently a matter of canonization, 
cultural codification, and conflict. particularly during 
the repressive era associated with u.s. senator Eugene 
Mccarthy’s investigations, progressive institutions and 
scholars actively sought to assimilate abstract art into 
the narrative of humanism, in spite of its seemingly 
structuralist appearance. in early 1950, just after Kühnel 
had published his formalist study on the arabesque and 
Ettinghausen was concerned with iconographic ques-
tions related to the “Muslim mind,” the Museum of Mod-
ern art and a number of other avant-garde institutions 
issued a “statement on Modern art” as an explicit re-
sponse to right-wing attacks against abstract painting.84 
From a transcultural point of view, this manifesto is of 
indirect, yet categorical significance. it stands for an-
other variety of incorporating nonmimetic art into a 
traditional canon of high or fine arts: “We recognize the 
humanistic value of abstract art, as an expression of 
thought and emotion and the basic human aspirations 
toward freedom and order. in these ways modern art 
contributes to the dignity of man.”85 The paradigm of 
order and the idea of a nonmimetic expression of 
“thought and emotion” seems an echo of formalism with 
its Janus-headed idealistic potential, and it leads to 
addi tional, almost moral categories of “freedom” and 
the “dig nity of man,” thus merging a formalist and a 

both aspects deserve attention, as both together and in 
relation to each other are immediate precursors of pres-
ent methodologies for islamic art history within the 
larger field of “global” or “transcultural” art history. avi-
noam shalem has recently pointed to the interrelation 
between “the hegelian mode of thought and any other 
theories that operate within the confines of indexical 
order and taxonomy, including the concept of globaliza-
tion today,” and to the fact that these theories must al-
ways be considered as systems of authority and control, 
exerting functions of inclusion and exclusion.76

hence it may be particularly interesting to consider 
both “humanistic” and “scientific” approaches to the 
historiography of the arts of islam as represented by the 
postwar writings of Kühnel and Ettinghausen against 
the background of—or contrasting with—a rising struc-
turalist debate that coincides with the renaissance of 
world art studies in the West.77 during the later 1950s 
and 1960s, the structuralist movement radiating from 
French intellectual circles was increasingly considered 
as a new universal principle for the modern organiza-
tion of knowledge, explicitly harking back to Edmund 
husserl’s phenomenology.78

in a critical essay dealing with these methodological 
developments, the cultural historian Jost hermand sug-
gests that “what within the framework of this school is 
termed ‘structure’ could just as well be called form, ge-
stalt, essence, system or relative totality,”79 explicitly 
coined to relate to the tradition of german art history: 
“similar tendencies are evident in the realm of stylistic 
analysis, where since 1900 the same neo-idealistic atti-
tude based on preconceived notions of structures came 
to the fore. This is demonstrated most clearly in the art 
history of this era.”80 referring to alois riegl’s “artistic 
volition” and heinrich Wölfflin’s “art history without 
names,” hermand, himself writing in 1975, detects a 
“close resemblance to roland barthes’s de-emphasis of 
the individual.”81

in this respect, we could provocatively ask whether 
the lack of attention to individual artistic agency, espe-
cially growing out of the formalist tradition but also 
present in Ettinghausen’s approach, could even be con-
sidered as preliminary to a very modern phenomenon, 
anticipating what literary criticism was later to define 
as the “death of the author,” privileging the position of 
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sonal form and intellectual mind as expressed by an 
artwork: “The criticism of abstract art as inhuman arises 
in part from a tendency to underestimate inner life and 
the resources of the imagination. Those who ask of art a 
reflection and justification of our very human narrow-
ness are forced in time to accept, reluctantly at first, 
what the best of the new artists have achieved and to 
regard it in the end as an obvious and necessary enrich-
ment of our lives.”89

conclusion: gazEs oF ThE posTModErn

What i have sought to sketch here are some important 
aspects of a larger political and cultural climate in the 

 humanist worldview in another specific, now explicitly 
democratic political order that aims to incorporate aes-
thetic differences into the Western mainstream dis-
course. This interpretation is epitomized in Meyer 
schapiro’s monograph subtitled On the Humanity of Ab-
stract Painting (1960).86 its point of departure is one of 
piet Mondrian’s last works, Broadway Boogie-Woogie 
(fig. 9). painted in 1942–43, it reflects the artist’s experi-
ence of exile, translating an unfamiliar, yet apparently 
fascinating urban landscape into a synesthetic system, 
alluding to jazz music with its unmelodic disruptions. 
according to the Museum of Modern art, where the 
painting is on display, the painting expresses an alterna-
tive, interpretive relation to reality, corresponding di-
rectly to Mondrian’s antimimetic and antinaturalistic 
visiony.87 it thus represents a moment of departure 
from the mimetic principle, reaching far beyond mere 
ornament or decoration, or, as schapiro explains, it 
shows us “that high accomplishment in art is possible 
where the imagination of colors and forms is divorced 
from the imaging of the visible world.”88 schapiro con-
cludes by dialectically opposing the notion of imper-

Fig. 9. piet Mondrian, Broadway Boogie-Woogie. 1942–43, oil 
on canvas, 127 × 127 cm. new york, Museum of Modern art 
(MoMa). anonymous donation. (photo: digiTal iMagE © 
data, The Museum of Modern art/scala, Florence)

Fig. 10. cover of oleg grabar, The Mediation of Ornament. 
(published by princeton university press, 1992, © 1992 by the 
Trustees of the national gallery of art, Washington d.c. re-
printed by permission of princeton university press). (photo: 
Kunsthistorisches institut in Florenz – Max-planck-institut, 
library)
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historiography that i sought to describe here. on the 
other hand, its dynamic movement also hints at open 
desiderata and ever-changing methodological require-
ments. it is against this principle that we have to con-
stantly reconsider the most contested questions of 
postmodern and postcolonial intellectual perceptions. 
bhabha summarizes: “What is the sign of ‘humanness’ 
in the category of the cosmopolitan? Where does the 
subject of global inquiry, or injury, speak from? To what 
does it bear relation? From where does it claim respon-
sibility?”93

as we have seen, during most of the twentieth cen-
tury, the agencies of islamic art historiography were 
often defined through the instruments of either “sci-
ence” or “humanism,” rooted in a Western tradition of 
knowledge that established the basic epistemological 
keys and acts of perception. accordingly—and inevita-
bly—these instruments also defined the qualitative oth-
erness of the subject, since in most cases there was no 
one to look back, thus no agency on the other side to be 
counted into the equation. The dichotomy between 
subject and object was clearly also an asymmetrical 
East-West dichotomy. however dramatically different 
the political implications may have been, maybe this 
epistemological dichotomy can be considered a com-
mon denominator, a “cardinal symptom” that character-
ized much twentieth-century scholarship and also 
remains an important point of friction when thinking 
about the role of the historiography of the arts of islam 
in the present and future. 

Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz – Max-Planck-
Institut
Florence, Italy 
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absTracT

This essay takes two seminal texts of mid-twentieth-
century islamic art history as case studies for the meth-
odological development of the scholarly gaze in the 
aftermath of the second World War. Ernst Kühnel’s Die 
Arabeske (Wiesbaden, 1949) testifies to the continuity of 
a taxonomic history of styles, rooted in phenomenolo-
gist Sachforschung and apparently adaptable to shifting 
ideological paradigms. richard Ettinghausen’s The Uni-
corn (Washington, 1950) stands for a neo-humanist ap-
proach. its negotiation of aesthetic and cultural 
difference clearly is to be considered against the back-
ground of the experience of exile, but also of the rising 
tide of democratic humanism characteristic for postwar 

american humanities. both examples together offer a 
comparative perspective on the agencies of art historical 
methods and their ideological and epistemological 
promises and pitfalls in dealing with aesthetic differ-
ence. consequently, this essay also seeks to contribute 
exemplary insights into the immediate prehistory of the 
so-called “global Turn” in art history. 
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